
Special education and    

vocational training  





Deaf and blind children outreach  







As a result, FHR iden-

tified a need for more sign language and gentle 

teaching training for staff at the Umutara 

School for the Deaf, motivated by the Manil-

laskolan school. In January 2023, FHR is plan-

ning to provide this training and we are cur-

rently raising funds and gathering volunteers to 

support the program. During their trip, Domi-

nique and Elevanie visited a Baptist church in 

Aschaffenburg, Germany to seek support for 

the sustainability of the Umutara School for the 



Benjam visits the friends of 

handicap activities 





While in Rwanda Benjamin was accompanied by 

Angeli buttner, a new friend of Friends of handi-

cap in Rwanda who was in the country for a water 

project with the German embassy. Angeli, a pro-

fessor from Berlin. Specializes in Landscape and 

water management infrastructure. We thank her a 

lot because she was able to offer some donations 

to the children with hearing impairment in the 

nursery and in the primary one. 



-In this newsletter ,FHR extends its gratitude to the 

DeafReach trustees from UK for providing relief 

Assistance  to support Umutara School for the 

Deaf(UDS) because of Covid-19 effects and the 

war in the Ukraine which affected the economic 

situation around the world. The first phase of this 

grant was provided in September and the second 

phase is expected in February 2023.  

 

- We acknowledge A better world Canada as FHR/

UDS/KDBC  main donors .they have done a lot to 

build the constructions  , we were very glad how 

they came to visit FHR activities After long period 

of Covid-19 pandemic. We had good discussion 

about the projects of 2022 and also discussed 

about the future projects of 2023. 
 

 

Acknowledging our partners and donors 



-We would like to thank Sayap Africa from California 

for continuing to support FHR/UDS in advocacy and 

help people who want to donate in Child sponsorship 

program. 

 

- in this news letter also let us to thank Isobel Blakeley 

with her friends for the effort they continue to use in 

order to help FHR/UDS to keep  

running in this hard situations and search all ways how 

FHR can develop its activities and reach on goals. 

 

- we acknowledge Jolanda Harrewjin‘s Family for their 

Annual support  and the ways she keeps to recognize 

the effort used in order to develop FHR  since  

2010/2011 when she was a volunteer in Rwanda. 

 

-we would like to thank a lot Suzanne Van for her 

kindness and how she always organize the way of col-

lecting money to support the Umutara school for the 

Deaf. 








